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Most regenerative tissues employ transit-amplifying cells (TACs) that are posi-
tioned in between stem cells and differentiated progeny. In a classical hierarchi-
cal model, stem cells undergo limited divisions to produce TACs, which then
proliferate rapidly to expand the system and produce diverse differentiated cell
types. Although TACs are indispensable for generating tissues, they have been
largely viewed as a transit point between stem cells and downstream lineages.
Studies in the past few years, however, have revealed some fascinating biology
and unanticipated functions of TACs. In the hair follicle, recent findings have
placed TACs as key players in tissue regeneration by coordinating tissue produc-
tion, governing stem cell behaviors, and instructing niche remodeling. In the
hematopoietic system, rather than being transient, some TACs may participate
in long-term hematopoiesis under steady state. Here, we compare and summa-
rize recent discoveries about TACs in the hair follicle and the hematopoietic sys-
tem. We also discuss how TACs of these two tissues contribute to the formation
of cancer. © 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Homeostasis, repair, and regeneration all require
tissue production. In a hierarchical system,

transit-amplifying cells (TACs, also referred to as the
progenitor cells) are directly responsible for the bulk
of tissue generation, not the stem cells. TACs are
found in many tissues including the hair follicle, the
hematopoietic system, the intestine, the nervous sys-
tem, the corneal epithelium, and the male
germline.1–7 In contrast to stem cells, which are often
dormant and long-lived, TACs are highly prolifera-
tive but can only do so for a short time before they
undergo terminal differentiation or are eliminated.
Despite the indispensable roles of TACs in tissue pro-
duction, they have received surprisingly little atten-
tion and have often been viewed as a passive

population whose sole role is to generate differen-
tiated cells transiently.

Several recent findings from multiple tissue
regeneration paradigms have begun to change this
view. These new studies have uncovered TACs’ criti-
cal importance in regulating both stem cells and their
surrounding niches.1,2 New evidence also suggests
that in some cases, TACs may even maintain homeo-
stasis in the long term, arguing against their transient
nature.8,9 Together, these findings highlight the mul-
tifaceted functions of TACs that were not recognized
previously, as well as a need to reevaluate TACs’
roles in homeostasis, regeneration, injury repair, and
diseases. In this review, we summarize recent prog-
ress in TAC biology that has led to these conceptual
changes, with a specific focus on the hair follicles and
the hematopoietic system. Both systems are organized
in a classical stem cells–TACs–differentiated cells
hierarchy and are among some of the best-studied
regenerating tissues that can serve as examples. We
discuss the diverse functions of TACs in each system
during regeneration, and compare and contrast the
TACs of these two tissues. Lastly, we also discuss
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whether and how dysregulation of TACs contributes
to the formation of skin cancers and leukemia.

MAMMALIAN HAIR FOLLICLES

Hair follicles are one of the few tissues that undergo
natural regeneration in mammals. Each hair follicle
functions as an individual entity, carrying its own
stem cells that generate its TACs and differentiated
cells at defined positions. Moreover, the stem cells
and TACs display stereotypic behaviors during a hair
regeneration cycle (see below). These spatially and
temporally defined features, together with advances
in genetic and imaging tools, have allowed precise
delineations of cell behavioral changes, cell–cell inter-
actions, and molecular alterations in each population
during different phases of regeneration. As such, the
hair follicle has become one of the most instrumental
paradigms to study the principles of regeneration in
mammals.

Hair follicles cycle between destruction (cata-
gen), rest (telogen), and regrowth (anagen). Telogen
hair follicles are composed of the bulge and a small
cluster of cells beneath the bulge, known as the hair
germ. Hair follicle stem cells (HF-SCs) are located in
the hair germ and the outer layer of the bulge. TACs
of the HFs (HF-TACs), also known as the matrix,
are an anagen-specific population: upon anagen
entry, HF-TACs are produced by stem cells located
in the hair germ, which are a primed stem cell popu-
lation more sensitive to activation cues.2,10,11 HF-
TACs are located at the bottom of the growing hair
follicles and are in contact with a mesenchymal struc-
ture known as the dermal papilla (DP).12,13 Through-
out anagen, hair follicles grow downward, while HF-
TACs undergo rapid and continuous proliferation to
generate the hairs that protrude out from the skin
surface. Anagen is the only phase when hairs grow.
During catagen, HF-TACs are destroyed, and hair
follicles are remodeled back to their telogen morphol-
ogy. The hairs are then held tightly in place without
growth by an inner Keratin 6+ bulge layer, which
has lost stem cell potential but maintains the stem
cells located at the outer bulge layer in quiescence14

(Figure 1).

Generation of Diverse Progeny
In anagen, HF-TACs proliferate to generate seven
morphologically and molecularly distinct downstream
cell types: the companion layer that separates the
outer root sheath from the inner root sheath (IRS),
three layers of IRS (the Henle’s layer, the Huxley’s
layer, and the IRS cuticle) that form a channel to

guide the growing hair, and three layers of hair shaft
(hair shaft cuticle, the cortical layer, and the medulla
in the center) that erupt from the skin surface. (The
organization and molecular markers for each layer
are shown in Figure 2.) How HF-TACs generate these
diverse cell types provides an intriguing model to
study cell fate determination. Lineage-tracing studies
through labeling HF-TACs at a clonal density reveal
that HF-TACs are composed of heterogeneous pro-
genitors that preferentially give rise to one or only a
few out of the seven cell types, suggesting that many
HF-TACs are lineage biased.15,16

Several transcription factors have been shown
to regulate lineage outcomes. Therefore, mice carry-
ing mutations in these transcription factors often
appear hairless. For example, loss of Gata3 impairs
IRS fate while expanding the hair shaft progenitor
pool.17,18 By contrast, mutations in Hoxc13, Msx2,
Sox21, or Foxn1 (also known as the ‘nude’ gene)
lead to severe defects in the hair shaft lineages.19–23

Dlx3 is broadly expressed in HF-TACs, IRS, and hair
shaft, and Dlx3 mutant displays defects in all of these
lineages.24 The Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP)
pathway has been shown to influence these lineage
choices. Loss of BMP signaling expands the IRS pro-
genitors at the expense of hair shaft progenitors.25–27

Interestingly, BMP signaling also acts on HF-
SCs, but its function is to maintain their quiescence
without changing the stem cells’ undifferentiated
state.28–30 Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequen-
cing (ChIP-seq) studies suggest that pSmad1,5,8
(canonical transcriptional factors downstream of
BMP) bind to largely distinct targets in HF-SCs and
HF-TACs, which may in part explain the distinct
functions of the BMP pathway in these two cell
types.25 What entails pSmads to bind to different tar-
get sites within HF-SCs and HF-TACs is currently
unknown but likely involves rapid changes of the
chromatin environment when HF-TACs are pro-
duced from HF-SCs and a different accessibility of
the same target sites in these two populations.31 It
will also be interesting to determine whether cofac-
tors that enable pSmad1,5,8 to bind to a subset of
targets may exist in one population but not in
another. In this sense, hair follicles provide a valuable
model to investigate how closely related stem cells
and TACs use the same signaling pathways differ-
ently to fulfill their distinct roles during regeneration.

Proliferation and Destruction of HF-TACs
HF-TACs are one of the most proliferative cell types
in adults. A variety of signaling pathways and epige-
netic components are involved in the regulation of
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FIGURE 1 | The hair cycle and hair follicle structures. The hair follicle cycles between a regenerative phase (anagen), a destruction phase
(catagen), and a resting phase (telogen). Telogen hair follicles contain stem cells located in the outer bulge layer and the hair germ. Proliferation
of the hair germ generates the matrix in anagen, which are transit-amplifying cells of the hair follicles (HF-TACs). Proliferation of the bulge
generates the outer root sheath (ORS) that wraps around the anagen hair follicles. Differentiated cells, including the hair shaft, the inner root
sheath (IRS), and the companion layer, are produced by the HF-TACs. During catagen, HF-TACs are destroyed. The remaining ORS cells form a new
bulge responsible for the next round of the hair cycle.
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FIGURE 2 | Marker gene expression in distinct layers of the anagen and telogen hair follicles. Markers that are commonly used to distinguish
CD34+ bulge, K6+ bulge, transit-amplifying cells (TACs), outer root sheath (ORS), companion layer, inner root sheath (IRS, including Henle’s layer,
Huxley’s layer, and the IRS cuticle), hair shaft (including hair cuticle, cortex, and medulla), and dermal papilla (DP) are shown. AP, alkaline
phosphatase; Pcad, P-Cadherin; Nog, Noggin.
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their proliferation. Sonic Hedgehog (SHH), secreted
by the HF-TACs, promotes HF-TAC proliferation
through both an autocrine and a paracrine fashion:
in addition to directly acting on HF-TACs, SHH sig-
nals to DP and enhances the expression of Fgf7 and
Noggin (a BMP inhibitor) in DP. These factors
together stimulate HF-TACs to proliferate through-
out anagen.2 In addition to SHH signaling, Wnt sig-
naling has been shown to maintain DP’s potency in
stimulating HF-TAC proliferation: knocking out
Ctnnb1 (the gene encodes β-Catenin) from DP causes
reduction of HF-TAC proliferation.32 One potential
source of Wnts may be the hair follicle itself, because
knocking out Wntless (a gene required in Wnt-
secreting cells) from the hair follicle reduces hair folli-
cle proliferation.33 Epigenetic regulators such as com-
ponents of the PRC2 complex Ezh1, Ezh2, and Eed
also play a critical role in maintaining HF-TAC pro-
liferation by directly repressing cell cycle inhibi-
tors.34,35 Lastly, transcriptome analysis has been
conducted on multiple skin populations purified by
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), including
HF-TACs and DP.36 This study provides a rich
resource for uncovering both intrinsic and extrinsic
regulations of HF-TACs in the future.

Maintaining genome integrity in these highly pro-
liferative HF-TACs can be a confounding task because
of replication stress. Indeed, when Brca1, an important
regulator of DNA damage response, is deleted, HF-
TACs display the most profound defects among all cells
in the epithelial compartment, leading to elevated DNA
damage and p53-dependent apoptosis of HF-TACs.37

A transcription factor Gata-6 is expressed in the HF-
TACs, and is shown to protect the HF-TACs from
replication-associated DNA damage.38

HF-TACs are the first population destroyed
upon catagen entry. The mechanism of catagen initia-
tion remains largely elusive. However, several
mutants have shed light on potential regulators of
this interesting process: mice lacking Fgf5 have
delayed entry into catagen, while mice lacking a
serine-threonine kinase SGK3 (serum/glucocorticoid
regulated kinase family member 3) enter catagen pre-
cociously.39,40 Signals from DP again play an impor-
tant role in catagen regulation. Inhibition of Wnt
signaling by deleting Ctnnb1 from DP or overexpres-
sion of Dkk1, a secreted Wnt inhibitor, induces pre-
mature catagen entry.32,41 On the other hand,
eliminating DP through two-photon laser-mediated
cell ablation during catagen leads to significantly
retarded catagen progression and reduced apopto-
sis.42 It will be intriguing to determine how these sig-
naling pathways and genes are regulated in a precise
temporal manner to initiate catagen.

Sending Feedback to Stem Cells
HF-SCs can be separated into two populations: one
located in the bulge and the other located in the hair
germ. In response to proliferation cues secreted from
DP, the hair germ is the first population to proliferate
because the hair germ is closer to DP compared to
the bulge.10,11 Bulge stem cells (Bu-SCs) remain qui-
escent until HF-TACs are produced by the hair germ.
This delay in Bu-SC activation is mediated by the
sensitivity of Bu-SCs to SHH secreted from the HF-
TACs. SHH acts directly on Bu-SCs to promote their
proliferation (Figure 3). With the progression from
early to late anagen, HF-TACs migrate away from
Bu-SCs, concomitant with hair follicle downgrowth.
At late anagen, the distance between the HF-TACs
and Bu-SCs has increased beyond the signaling range
of SHH, allowing Bu-SCs to resume quiescence.2

These findings may explain why Bu-SC activation
always occurs in a transient but precise window dur-
ing anagen.

What happens if Bu-SCs cannot be activated?
While hair follicle regeneration operates normally in
the short term, inhibition of Bu-SC proliferation
leads to defects in renewing stem cells in both the
bulge and the hair germ, causing regeneration failure
in the long term.2 Collectively, these findings point
toward a novel function of TACs—they send feed-
back signals to the stem cells to orchestrate stem cell
behaviors and promote stem cell self-renewal.

Shaping the Surroundings
Recently, HF-TACs have also been shown to regulate
the production of surrounding tissues in addition to
their own downstream lineages: When hair follicles
grow downward rapidly during anagen, they impose
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FIGURE 3 | Hair follicle’s transit-amplifying cells (HF-TACs)
regulate both the hair follicle stem cells (HF-SCs) and the niche. HF-
TACs secrete Sonic Hedgehog (SHH) to activate the HF-SCs located in
the bulge (Bu-SC). SHH also enhances the expression of Noggin and
Fgf7 in the dermal papilla. All three factors together promote HF-
TACs’ own proliferation. SHH from HF-TACs also promotes adipocyte
formation from adipocyte precursors in the dermal niche.
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a need for the surrounding tissues to expand concur-
rently. Findings from our group demonstrate that
HF-TACs, by secreting SHH, regulate dermal adipo-
genesis by directly acting on adipocyte precursors1

(Figure 3). This discovery establishes HF-TACs’ key
importance in mediating accommodative changes tai-
lored to the need of regenerating hair follicles. SHH
secreted from the HF-TACs is also required for the
formation of Merkel cells, specialized epidermal cells
for touch sensation.43,44 The coordination of changes
of the surroundings to ensure the newly regenerated
tissues are properly supported and integrated is likely
a common demand during tissue regeneration.
Owing to the role of TACs in tissue production, they
are well situated to couple tissue production with
accommodative changes of the surroundings. In this
sense, regulating the niche may be a common func-
tion shared among TACs of different tissues.

THE HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM

The hematopoietic system has a high turnover rate.
The number of blood cells produced daily to meet
our body’s regular demands exceeds 100 billion
cells.45 Unlike solid tissues, where stem cells and
progeny are often located in fixed positions and form
defined structures, the hematopoietic system is highly
dynamic—hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and
immature progeny populations are mostly located in
the bone marrow, while differentiated progeny circu-
late around the entire body through the blood-
stream.46,47 Bone marrow transplantation has been a
standard procedure to treat patients with leukemia
since 1970s. The patients’ own hematopoietic system
is first eliminated by irradiation or chemotherapy
drugs, and then donor bone marrow tissues contain-
ing HSCs are transplanted into patients to reconsti-
tute the whole hematopoietic system. This
remarkable procedure exemplifies the power of
somatic stem cells in treating diseases.48,49 Because of
this historical reason, together with a lack of ideal
tools to track cells in circulation until recently, most
of what we know about HSCs and their progeny
today is derived from transplantation and reconstitu-
tion studies.

Through transplantation assays, an elaborate
hierarchical relationship has been established for
HSCs and their downstream progeny: HSCs divide
infrequently to generate multipotent progenitors
(MPPs) that cycle more rapidly to expand the system
and generate lineage-restricted common myeloid pro-
genitors (CMPs) and common lymphoid progenitors
(CLPs). CMPs and CLPs further produce

downstream cell types of the myeloid and lymphoid
lineages.3,50–53

Over the years, refinement of FACS strategies
using additional cell surface markers has uncovered
interesting heterogeneity in both the HSC and the
MPP populations.50,54–56 Functional assays have
revealed that only a small fraction among the origi-
nally enriched HSC population has the ability to sus-
tain long-term, multilineage reconstitution upon
transplantation. This special subset of HSCs is some-
times referred to as the long-term HSCs (LT-HSCs).
LT-HSCs are also particularly dormant in nature.57

Other cells defined by the original ‘HSC’ or ‘MPP’
surface markers behave as TACs upon
transplantation—they act downstream of LT-HSCs to
amplify the system through proliferation and generate
downstream cells of both myeloid and lymphoid
lineages but can only do so for the short term.58

As different research groups adopt slightly dif-
ferent sorting strategies and nomenclatures, we will
use ‘HSCs’ to refer to only ‘LT-HSCs’ hereafter to
facilitate the conceptual discussion for a broad read-
ership and to unite the terminology used in this
review. In addition, we will use ‘MPPs’ to indicate all
the other populations that display different degrees
of multipotency and short-term reconstitution abil-
ities upon transplantation.

MPPs Contribute to Steady-State
Hematopoiesis in the Long Term
HSCs are efficient in sustaining long-term, multiline-
age reconstitution upon transplantation. However,
under steady-state hematopoiesis, HSCs remain
mostly dormant and are estimated to divide about
five times within the lifetime of a mouse.57,59,60 This
extreme quiescent nature raises the question of
whether HSCs participate in normal hematopoiesis.
Recent advances in lineage-tracing tools have made it
possible to study hematopoiesis under physiological
conditions without transplantation, and have
revealed some unexpected surprises. Two studies
using independent strategies—one relies on a barcod-
ing approach and the other uses an inducible Cre line
expressed preferentially in HSCs to drive a Rosa-
reporter—reveal that steady-state hematopoiesis in
adult mice is sustained by large numbers of diverse
MPP clones, with minimum input from HSCs.8,9 In
addition, under steady state, MPPs display self-
renewal features on the time scale from months to a
lifetime of the animals, arguing against their transient
nature.8,9 Interestingly, a third study using a different
CreER line (Pdzk1ip1-CreER) that preferentially
labels HSCs led to a different conclusion: the
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Pdzk1ip1-labled HSCs seem to be the major contrib-
utor of downstream progeny at steady state.61 The
exact reasons underlying these different conclusions
remain to be clarified. It is likely that HSCs are heter-
ogeneous, and different methodologies preferentially
label distinct subsets of HSCs. In light of this possi-
bility, a recent study using multicolor-based clonal
analysis demonstrates that individual HSCs display
diverse proliferation capacities and lineage contribu-
tions under steady state. Despite the heterogeneity
among HSCs, the behavior of HSCs originated from
the same clone is fixed even upon transplantation.62

Functional studies also suggest that MPPs are
able to sustain long-term hematopoiesis in mice
under steady state: depletion of HSCs through diph-
theria toxin-mediated HSC ablation results in no
change in hematopoiesis for more than a year. The
residual HSCs in these animals also remain quiescent
and display no signs of compensatory proliferation.
Interestingly, depletion of differentiated cell types
including platelets and erythrocytes is well tolerated
upon HSC ablation, consistent with the notion that
HSCs contribute minimally to these differentiated
cells. By contrast, when these HSC-depleted animals
are subjected to fluorouracil (5-FU), which eliminates
rapidly proliferating cells, including most of the
MPPs, hematopoiesis is severely compromised.63

Consistent with these findings, mice carrying a dele-
tion in a gene named monocytic leukemia zinc finger
gene (Moz) lose HSCs, but do not display noticeable
defects in endogenous hematopoiesis for 1.5 years.64

Collectively, these findings reveal the differential
requirements of HSCs and MPPs in transplantation-
induced versus steady-state hematopoiesis.

Molecular and Functional Heterogeneity
Among MPPs
Although all MPPs are capable of generating cells of
both the myeloid and the lymphoid lineages to some
degree, some researchers have further divided MPPs
into MPP1–MPP4, characterized by increasing prolif-
eration rate but decreasing self-renewal potential
coupled with more pronounced lineage bias65,66

(Figure 4). How MPPs produce diverse downstream
cell types of the blood system remains poorly under-
stood. However, recent advances in profiling
approaches combined with functional reconstitution
assays have provided some clues.65–69 MPP1 behaves
most similarly to HSCs upon transplantation and is
therefore sometimes referred to as ‘short-term HSCs’
because they also display multilineage reconstitutions
as well as self-renewal ability, albeit only for a short
term. By contrast, MPP3 shows strong myeloid bias

and MPP4 shows strong lymphoid bias upon trans-
plantation.56,65,66 Individual MPP subsets express
genes indicative of their distinct lineage priming, sug-
gesting that different MPP populations are intrinsi-
cally primed to differentiate toward specific lineages
even under steady state. Interestingly, a cytokine inter-
leukin 6 (IL6) acts on MPP4 to skew their lymphoid
bias toward myeloid differentiation,70 suggesting that
the lineage-priming state of MPPs is not fixed.
Together, these analyses of distinct MPP subsets pro-
vide a framework for future identification of molecu-
lar mechanisms controlling MPP differentiation.

Intrinsic Versus Extrinsic Factors Regulating
the Distinct Potential of HSCs and MPPs
Although incompletely understood, HSCs’ ability to
sustain long-term, multilineage reconstitution seems
to be intimately linked to their proliferation history.
A recent study suggests that after four divisions,
HSCs have lost their long-term reconstitution poten-
tial and behave like MPPs upon transplantation.60 In
line with this finding, extrinsic niche factors such as
interleukin-18 and angiogenin that enforce HSC qui-
escence often enhance their regenerative potential in
transplantation.71–73 It will be intriguing to deter-
mine the molecular mechanisms by which the divi-
sion history of an HSC controls its long-term
reconstitution ability.

The tight coupling of division history and
HSC’s functionality also implies that MPPs could be
HSCs that have gone through more than four rounds
of division. Supporting this notion, genomic and pro-
teomic analyses have revealed that HSCs and MPP1
are not substantially different: only 47 proteins and
about 500 transcripts are differentially expressed
between HSCs and MPP1, and more than half are
related to cell cycle regulation that is consistent with
the proliferation differences between the two.
Increase in cell cycle activity in MPPs is accompanied
by upregulation of DNA repair machinery in MPPs
compared to HSCs.65,66 It is possible that DNA repli-
cation in proliferating MPPs creates a need to
enhance DNA repair and maintain genome integrity.
It will be intriguing to determine whether MPPs may
be more sensitive to the loss of DNA repair proteins
such as Brca1, a situation analogous to what was
observed in the hair follicle.

WHEN THINGS GO AWRY: DO TACs
CONTRIBUTE TO CANCER?

In the past decade, advances in tissue biology have
also brought new insights into how cancer forms and
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propagates. We now learn that mutations alone are
not sufficient: the same oncogenic mutations occur-
ring in different cells often lead to distinct outcomes,
and not all cells can be transformed to form tumors.
Defining the cellular origins of cancers reveals how
cancer arises in the first place and informs treatment
designs. Can TACs be the origin of tumors? Here,
the hair follicle and the hematopoietic system have
some interesting differences.

HF-TACs Cannot Be Transformed by
Oncogenic Mutations
Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carci-
noma (SCC) are common skin cancers and are two
of the most prevalent cancers in the world. In the
United States alone, more than 5 million cases are
diagnosed each year, which is higher than the inci-
dence of breast, prostate, lung, and colon cancer
combined.74 Both BCCs and SCCs appear mostly in
sun-exposed areas. BCC is caused by mutations that
lead to elevation of the SHH pathway, while muta-
tions that cause oncogenic transformation of Ras

together with loss-of-function in the tumor suppres-
sor p53 are commonly found in SCC.75–80

Manipulations of these deleterious mutations
using cell-type-specific inducible Cre lines offer a
direct comparison of tumorigenic potential among dif-
ferent populations within the skin, including the HF-
SCs and HF-TACs. The results suggest that while epi-
dermal cells and HF-SCs can be readily transformed
to form BCC or SCC upon introduction of tumori-
genic mutations, HF-TACs are resistant. In fact,
tumorigenic mutations that specifically occur in HF-
TACs are well tolerated, with minimum perturbations
of hair follicle growth, morphology, or hair cycle.81–84

To counterbalance TACs’ highly proliferative
potential, it is possible that some TACs might carry a
built-in protective mechanism to prevent them from
transforming, while stem cells lack this mechanism
and are more vulnerable. For example, committed
progenitors of the epidermis (which behave like
TACs) are shown to elevate p53-mediated cell death
upon abnormal elevation of the SHH pathway, low-
ering their tendency to generate BCC.85 It will be
interesting to determine whether HF-TACs employ a
similar mechanism to inhibit transformation.
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FIGURE 4 | Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) strategies for purification of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and multipotent
progenitors (MPPs) and functional differences among different subtypes of MPPs. Cell surface markers used to purify HSCs and MPPs. Different
strategies have been employed to enrich HSCs and MPPs. Two common strategies are listed here: In strategy I, lineage-negative (Lin−) cells are
bone marrow cells that do not express mature hematopoietic cell lineage markers. MPPs are purified as cells within the LSK (Lin−, Sca1+, cKit+)
cells that do not display long-term lineage reconstitution ability upon transplantation. In strategy II, distinct MPP subsets are further separated by
additional surface markers. MPP1–MPP4 display different lineage biases upon transplantations.
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While HF-TACs cannot initiate tumors in these
animal models, they may facilitate tumor formation
through their regulatory roles on the HF-SCs or the
microenvironment: the skin is significantly more sus-
ceptible to SCC transformation in the anagen stage
than in the telogen stage, and quiescent HF-SCs are
particularly refractory to tumorigenic mutations for
SCCs.86 As HF-TACs are anagen specific and central
to many changes in the anagen skin, it will be impor-
tant to determine if specific signals and tissue remodel-
ing orchestrated by HF-TACs facilitate tumor
formation even though they are not tumorigenic per se.

Blood TACs Are an Important Cellular
Source for AML
In contrast to the skin system, MPPs can be trans-
formed to form acute myeloid lymphoma (AML), an
aggressive form of blood cancer characterized by
rapid expansion of abnormal white blood cells that
fill up the bone marrow. AML contains many mor-
phologically and molecularly distinct subtypes. The
cause of AML is also complex, but chromosomal
translocations of the MLL (mixed-lineage leukemia)
gene are commonly involved.87,88 Mouse models
mimicking these translocations recapitulate the path-
ological hallmarks of AML and have been instrumen-
tal in discovering disease mechanisms.89

AML is the model in which cancer stem cells
were first established. In 1994, John Dick’s group
demonstrated that a small population of leukemic
cells isolated from AML patients was able to initi-
ate and propagate tumors when transplanted into
nude mice. This special group of leukemia cells is
named ‘leukemia stem cells (LSCs)’, because they
reside at the apex of a hierarchy, retain remarkable
self-renewal ability, and generate a whole spectrum
of downstream leukemia cells upon transplantation
similar to HSCs.90,91 As these LSCs express surface
markers similar to those used in enriching human
HSCs, it was postulated that LSCs originate
from HSCs.

Later studies using various mouse models of
AMLs, however, led to a different conclusion. As
the entire hematopoietic hierarchy and isolation
strategy is clearly defined in mice, mouse models
offer opportunities to isolate and test each popula-
tion’s ability to form tumors to a precision that is
difficult to achieve using human samples. These
studies suggest that although with various efficien-
cies, MPPs or even downstream myeloid-restricted
progenitors can all be transformed to become LSCs
and propagate leukemia upon
transplantation.89,92–95 HSCs and MPPs in general

display the highest transformation efficiency com-
pared to lineage-restricted progenitors.96 However,
because normal MPPs or lineage-restricted progeni-
tors do not have the ability to reconstitute the
blood system, their ability to initiate and propagate
tumors upon serial transplantations is a newly
acquired property driven by oncogenic transforma-
tions. Consistent with this change, genome-wide
profiling approaches also suggest that upon onco-
genic transformation, several self-renewal genes nor-
mally only expressed in HSCs, including Bmi1,
Sox4, Hoxa9, and Meis1, are now upregulated in
MPPs and myeloid progenitors.94,97,98 These
changes in gene expression might enable these
transit-amplifying populations to acquire long-term
self-renewal potential. Alternatively, it is also possi-
ble that HSCs and LSCs rely on distinct self-
renewal mechanisms, as their different sensitivities
to PTEN-dependent self-renewal have been demon-
strated.99 To determine which possibility is correct,
genes shared by HSCs and LSCs as well as genes
unique to LSCs will have to be functionally tested
for their requirement in mediating the transforma-
tion of MPPs to LSCs.

A revisit of cells collected from human AML
patients further substantiates the idea that transit-
amplifying population of the blood can be trans-
formed to form a tumor. Using large number of
primary AML samples from patients paired with
newly developed surface markers, Goardon
et al. identified two predominant populations of
LSCs that are most similar to two progenitor popula-
tions rather than HSCs: one is similar to the
granulocyte-monocyte progenitors (GMPs) and the
other resembles a lymphoid-biased MPP population
(functionally similar to MPP4 in mice). These discov-
eries suggest that MPPs and GMPs might actually be
the cells of origins of most AML.100

Currently, studies of LSCs still heavily rely on
transplantation approaches, which are defined func-
tional tests for LSCs. Although informative, the
transplantation process selects and amplifies the best-
fit clones, which may not recapitulate all aspects of
AML. The recently developed bar-coding approach
paired with appropriate inducible models should pro-
vide an unparalleled opportunity to identify the cell
of origin for AML without the need of transplanta-
tion.8 In addition, this approach provides a possibil-
ity to monitor the transformation processes over time
in the same animal. It is tempting to speculate that
because MPPs have long-term self-renewal ability
while HSCs are mostly dormant, MPPs might be par-
ticularly vulnerable to tumor initiation under endoge-
nous conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this review, we provide an overview illustrating
the diverse roles TACs play in tissue regeneration,
turnover, and tumor formation (Figure 5). In the hair
follicle, HF-TACs not only generate the differentiated
structures of the hairs but also remodel the niche and
promote stem cell renewal. Together, these actions
not only allow successful tissue production in an
optimum environment in the short term but also
ensure that the system can operate in the long term.
In the blood, TACs are responsible for generating
and sustaining hematopoiesis under steady state in
the long term, with minimum contributions from
HSCs. In this sense, HSCs are a rare and special res-
ervoir reserved for catastrophic insults, such as

transplantation into an irradiated host, where the
system is forced to start anew.

In the hair follicle, TACs partake in a wide
range of regulatory roles. The advantages of employ-
ing a TAC-governed regulatory circuitry are multiple:
First, communication between TACs and stem cells
might allow a direct feedback regulation. Second,
communication between TACs and the neighboring
cell types allows tissue production to occur in a
favorable environment and might also facilitate the
integration of newly regenerated tissues with the rest.
It will be interesting to investigate whether TACs in
other systems might share a similar regulatory role.

The field of regenerative biology has been ‘stem
cell-centric.’ With the examples presented in this
review, one can begin to appreciate the importance

HSC
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Hematopoietic system 
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FIGURE 5 | Comparison between the hair follicle system and the hematopoietic system. The diagram summarizes the lineage hierarchy in the
hair follicle system and the hematopoietic system. In the hair follicle, bulge stem cells (Bu-SCs) are more quiescent than the hair germ. Transit-
amplifying cells (TACs) are produced by the hair germ. Through Sonic Hedgehog (SHH), TACs send feedback signals to the Bu-SCs and at the same
time promote critical changes of the surrounding tissues including the dermal papilla and adipocytes. Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) generate
multipotent progenitors (MPPs) upon transplantation. MPPs further produce common myeloid progenitors (CMPs) and common lymphoid
progenitors (CLPs) to generate downstream effector cells of the lymphoid or myeloid lineages, albeit in the short term. During homeostasis, HSCs
are mostly quiescent and MPPs display long-term multilineage contributions. TACs of the hair follicles cannot be transformed by oncogenic
mutations. However, MPPs and their committed progenitors downstream can be transformed readily to initiate leukemia.
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of TACs and their diverse functions that go beyond
producing tissues. Defects in regeneration or injury
repair are also likely to be caused by problems in
TACs, not just in stem cells. In addition, TACs’
impact on both the stem cells and the niche may rep-
resent an effective therapeutic entry point for halting
or reversing degenerative diseases. The transient
nature of TACs in many tissues also makes them a
safer and more ideal target than stem cells for manip-
ulation, particularly when transient rather than per-
manent changes in tissue production are desired
(such as wound healing or during infection).

Empowering tissue biology for regenerative medicine
relies on effective manipulations of tissues tailored to
various physiological and pathological conditions. In
this sense, understanding the biology of TACs is
timely and important not only for elucidating the
fundamental principles of tissue development and
regeneration, but also for expanding our current
toolbox for disease treatments.

While this review was in press, a study was
published reporting single-cell transcriptome profiling
of HF-TACs, providing molecular evidence or HF-
TACs' heterogeneity.101
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